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Pretty Awesome Yarn Pouch will give your yarn balls a pretty 
dress-up while protecting the yarn itself. Even your fussiest 
balls will love being tamed by this elegant pouch.

Pretty Awesome Yarn Pouch
A featured pattern in the BOBBOL 2013 Series at the KnitHeartStrings.com membership site

Pictured in Crystal Palace Panda Silk  #3030 Sand Dollar; 
Miyuki beads #1884 Lavender Blue Gold Luster

Finished Measurements
6" wide by 5½" high without stretching

Materials and Supplies
125 yards smooth fingering weight yarn

Size 4 US (3.5 mm) needles; your choice of 
circular(s) and/or double point needles for 
knitting in the round

Gauge: Approximately 26½ stitches = 4" over lace  
edging stitch pattern

30 size 6/0 (4 mm diameter) glass seed beads 
(approximately 2.5 g)

To use, put your yarn ball/cake in the pouch 
so that the center-pull yarn tail comes out the 
top, then pull the drawstrings closed. The peek-
through spiraling lace mesh is super stretchy 
and will accommodate amazingly large balls. As 
the enclosed yarn is used up, the bag collapses 
to help keep the ball tidy and tangle-free.

The drawstring 
loops can also be 
placed over your 
arm for on-the-go 
knitting. 

Tiny crochet hook or similar that is small 
enough to fit through the hole in beads

8 stitch markers

2 @ 22" pieces of ¼" ribbon for drawstrings or 
other cording of your choice

Skill Level  Advanced beginner lace knitter

Stitch Instructions  Charted and written

Beading Technique  Crochet hook method

Construction  Knit circularly top-down in one 
piece; no seams to sew


